UNSOLVED problems of specificity meet us in whatever bacterial or virus infection we choose to investigate. The fact that one animal species is susceptible and another resistant to a certain micro-organism may seem too obvious to cause surprise, but how little we kriow of the factors involved! Why does the leprosy bacillus infect only man whilst the bovine tubercle bacillus causes natural infection in many species and can be experimentally imposed upon several more? Is it because M. lepra? requires some essential growth factor to be found only in human tissue? Then what are we to make of the similar host specificity of the gonococcus which can grow outside the body on a variety of artificial culture media? Or of the fact that of two neurotropic viruses, one, like that of poliomyelitis, has only one natural host whilst another, like that of rabies, has several. In some cases racial differences within a single species seem to be more important than species differences; for example Algerian sheep are said to be resistant to anthrax which is a disease not only of other breeds of sheep but also of bovines, pigs and man. Even within a race individuals may show curious and inexplicable differences of susceptibility. Most of us have envied the fortunate individual who never catches a cold and my experience with experimental virus infections of mice convinces me that such individual resistance, quite apart from any question of acquired immunity, is a very real thing. The work of Webster (1937) in breeding bacteria-resistant and virus-resistant strains of mice from the same original stock indicates that genetic constitution determines such behaviour, but in saying this we are merely begging the question and are still left with the problem of what genetic factors affect susceptibility behaviour and the manner in which they function.
Similar anomalies exist in respect of the attack of an infective organism on the host's tissues. In view of the close relationship between the gonococcus and the meningococcus their tissue predilections are somewhat curious. I have often wondered why gonococci are never found in the nasopharynx and meningococci never in the urethra for there is no lack of opportunity for transfer to the sites in question. One of the most striking examples of the interplay of host and tissue specificities is afforded by experimental tuberculosis in the rabbit and guinea-pig, and one has the feeling that if we knew the fundamental reasons for the characteristic distributions of lesions in these species we would be a good step nearer to control of the human disease. Even within a single organ tissue specificity may be apparent. For example Lovell and Cotchin (1946) found that C. renale, inoculated intravenously in mice, attacked the kidney medulla to the exclusion of the cortical tissue whilst in influenza it is only certain types of cells in the respiratory tract which suffer the virus invasion.
These few examples serve to illustrate the complexity of the problems arising from the specificity of host-parasite interactions. They also indicate the close inter-relationship between host and tissue specificities. In some cases the former may be entirely conditioned by the latter. For example, if the virus of encephalitis lethargica requires for its growth a metabolite or an enzyme only to be found in certain cells of the human central nervous system it is clear that the disease must remain always a specific human infection. Indeed, in the last analysis, host susceptibility must always be dependent upon the ability of host cells to participate in biochemical reactions conjointly with either the infecting organism or its products. The converse, however, by no means follows, for the isolated cells of a completely resistant host species may be fully capable of promoting bacterial or virus growth and may even show in tissue culture the characteristic signs of specific infection. Also the susceptibility of the tissues of an animal may be readily demonstrable by experimental infection although the species never contracts the disease in nature. One may therefore distinguish between the specificity determined by the susceptibility or non-susceptibilty of cells as cells, irrespective of their environment within the host, and that determined by the host or tissue resistance which results from environmental and extrinsic factors, in spite of the susceptibility of constituent cells. EXTRINSIC FACTORS IN HOST SPECIFICITY These extrinsic factors are numerous and some, like portal of entry, participation of ecto-parasites, presence of bactericidal agents such as lysozyme, &c., are relatively easy to understand. Others are more complex and invite further experimental investigation. Consider the factor of host body temperature. In some few cases the effect may well be a direct one depending upon the temperature range for growth of the micro-organism in question. This may account for much of the species specificity of the gonococcus and Treponema pallidum, a hypothesis deriving some support from the results of pyrotherapy in neurosyphilis. But no such simple explanation will suffice in other cases. B. anthracis has a fairly wide temperature range, yet the importance of body temperature in susceptibility to anthrax is strikingly illustrated by the susceptibility of chickens immersed in cold water and of frogs maintained at 350 C. Recent work by Cromartie and his collaborators (1947) suggests that species resistance to anthrax is bound up with failure of capsulation in vivo and it may be that, with many other pathogens also, the metabolism of some aggressin-like constituent requires a much finer adjustment of temperature than in vitro cultivation would suggest.
It is a common assumption that animals at the extremes of age and in a poor state of nutrition are particularly susceptible to bacterial and virus infections. This is often true and may be readily explained on the basis of relative inefficiency of the normal defence reactions. But the reverse also is often true so that, as in rinderpest or foot-and-mouth disease, it is the well-nourished young adults which contract the infection and succumb. One can scarcely postulate here that a relative inefficiency of the normal defence reactions is responsible. One imagines that the speed and vigour of cellular metabolism may be concerned. The exceptional growth capacity of embryonic tissue is assumed to favour the reproduction of some viruses and it is equally feasible that others may require a balance of cellular metabolites only attained in the slower metabolism of adult healthy tissues. The necessity of using well-nourished healthy guinea-pigs for eliciting satisfactory skin reactions to diphtheria toxin accords well with this hypothesis.
The importance of bacterial exotoxins in the initiation of some infections and their effect upon the subsequent distribution and localization of lesions are too well known to require emphasis. Much less is known about the effect of metabolic products which exert no direct toxic action but may none the less influence both the host and tissue specificities of a microorganism. One of the most striking examples is afforded by staphylococci. Here a normal body mechanism, the clotting of fibrinogen, which is of extreme importance in the defence of the host against injury, is adapted by the staphylococcus for its own protection against the host's defence reactions. Hale and 1 (1945) were able to demonstrate experimentally that the coagulase activity of staphylococci results in an aggregation of the organisms in a matrix of fibrin clot' and that in such situation the microbes are relatively resistant to the attack of phagocytic cells. The fact that species differ in respect of their plasma coagulability suggested that staphylococcal species specificity might be largely determined by this activity.
Further experiments lent support to this view for we were able to produce infections in normally resistant species by supplying the missing coagulable substrate . Recent work has shown that the coagulase activities of staphylococci are much more complex than were originally thought. There are undoubtedly many coagulases or at least modifications of the coagulase structure reflected in a variability in the range of host plasmas clotted by different strains. Furthermore, mutation ofstaphylococcal strains associated with a change of coagulase activity occurs not infrequently. There is thus provided a mechanism whereby the host specificity of a micro-organism may change and it is probable that the many strains of staphylococci with different host specificities now existing derived from a single progenitor strain.
Host resistance is so closely bound up with acquired immunity and the production of the serum antibodies, upon which such immunity so largely depends, that the possible significance of normal antibody-like substances as a factor in species specificity tends to be overlooked. Indeed so obsessed are we by the doctrines of immunology that any protective power of a normal serum is usually attributed to the presence of so-calied normal antibodies with the assumption that these have been produced like true immune bodies in response to specific antigenic stimuli. Without in any way denying that this does occur I suggest that similar constituents of serum and tissue fluids exist, entirely independently of specific antigenic stimuli, and that these constitute one factor in the species specificities of some infective agents. The so-called non-specific inhibition of influenza hiemagglutination by many normal sera is a well-known phenomenon and produced evidence that normal serum globulin is concerned. In recent studies with my colleague, Miss Westwood, I have been surprised at the very high heemagglutinin neutralizing titres of sera obtained from animals which could not possibly have had previous contacts with the virus, and in unpublished work we have obtained indications that lipids or lipid protein complexes may be sometimes responsible and that species differ greatly in their content of such substances. It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that substances capablw of reacting with virus receptors must be a factor in susceptibility or resistance to the virus. Failure to demonstrate a virus neutralization effect by in vivo animal tests is in no way proof to the contrary, for the artificial introduction of test doses of virus into highly susceptible experimental animals introduces factors which are absent from the host-parasite relationships in the field. In the case of normal ferret sera, however, such in vivo neutralization has been demonstrated both in mice and in chick embryos and quite recently we have obtained striking neutralization of influenza virus with guinea-pig serum in the usual type of mouse neutralization test.
Time does not allow discussion of the many other extrinsic factors though some of them like diet, sex, physiological characteristics of certain tissues and species peculiarities of anatomical structure possess points of special interest. More fundamental still are the specificity factors which I propose to call intrinsic because they determine the susceptibility or non-susceptibility of cells, as cells, irrespective of their organization into tissues or of the extrinsic factors arising from their environment.
INTRINSIC CELLULAR SUSCEPTIBILITY Some light has been shed upon mechanisms involved in this intrinsic cell specificity by recent researches in several different fields; most notably from the investigations concerned with virus haemagglutination, with the bacteriophages, with interference phenomena and with virus adaptability to different hosts. All these researches concern chiefly the viruses. This emphasis on virus-cell interaction rather than on bacterial invasion is natural because the virus reacts as a unit, entering the host cell and multiplying therein whereas in the case of bacteria this is seldom so. As Dubos (1945) says: "Specificity is no longer referred to the bacterial cell as a whole; it is the summation of the multiple specificities of the many components and attributes of the cell. " While attention is directed here chiefly to virus infections it must be borne in mind that similar mechanisms of specific reactions are almost certainly utilized by bacterial components and bacterial products.
(a) Virus ha?nagglutination.-In 1941 Hirst first reported the phenomenon of virus heemagglutination. 'He found that chick red blood cells aggregated into clumps when brought into contact with influenza virus. It was soon recognized that this was no isolated phenomenon. The erythrocytes of some other species were found to be agglutinable and several other viruses were found to possess heemagglutinating activity. For example, human red cells are agglutinated not only by all known types and strains of influenza virus but also by the viruses of mumps and Newcastle disease of fowls whilst mouse cells remain unaffected by these viruses but are clumped by ectromelia virus. It is thus obvious that specific attractions occur between the-erythrocytes of many species and certain viruses. The cellular aggregation depends first upon a union of virus particles to cell surface but analogy with serological agglutination would suggest that for aggregation to follow such union both virus and cell must be multivalent so that the virus may act as a bridge between cells. That mouse cells are unaffected by influenza virus is not strictly true for whilst the cells fail to agglutinate they do adsorb the virus, suggesting that the specific cell receptors fall below the critical level required for the formation of a lattice. Again, in terms of serological reactions, one may postulate that many viruses are monovalent, like haptens, so that they can never cause agglutination of cells to which they become united. For infectivity, however, cell agglutination is of no importance; the essential reaction is union between parasite and cell. Such specific linkage is probably necessary for the development of the chain of subsequent cell-virus interactions involved in the infective process. In the case of influenza we are able to study one of the subsequent reactions. A short time after the red cells have agglutinated, dissociation of the complex occurs with elution of the virus from the cell surface. The eluted virus is, by all known criteria, unchanged but the cell cannot be reagglutinated by the same virus because it has lost its specific receptors. Although heatkilled virus can agglutinate erythrocytes it is unable to initiate this stage of elution because the heat treatment has destroyed a virus enzyme concerned in the reaction. The probability that elution depends upon enzymic destruction of a cell surface substrate was suggested by Hirst in his original paper but it is to Burnet and his many collaborators that we owe most of our knowledge of the nature of the reactions concerned (Burnet et al., 1946) . The virus enzyme is closely related to a mucinase easily extracted from V. cholera?. This cholera mucinase destroys red cell receptors in exactly the same way as do the viruses, and both cholera enzyme and viruses can be shown to have similar activities on various other mucinous substrates. There is thus clear proof that many viruses possess enzymes, similar to a bacterial enzyme, which can break down'host tissue substrates, quite apart from the intracellular reactions associated with virus multiplication. The remarkable specificity of the reactions is illustrated by Burnet's work on what he terms the receptor gradient of human red cells. Viruses of the influenza group can be arranged in a linear series of increasing activity so that the interaction of any member with human erythrocytes leaves the cells still agglutinable by viruses coming later in the series but not re-agglutinable by the same virus or any of those preceding it in the series (Burnet et al., 1946) . The significance of these facts is very hard to evaluate but the phenomena of the receptor gradient, and of certain interference effects between viruses of this group and cholera enzyme which there is not time to discuss, are incompatible with the theory of specific receptors for each type of virus or of spatially distinct receptors with different degrees of availability for different viruses. Stone (1947) therefore postulates a single complex cell receptor for all the viruses of the influenza group in which progressive degrees of degradation can occur.
We thus have a picture of specific linkage of cell and parasite by means of corresponding receptors as a preliminary to a specific biochemical reaction at the cell surface. These interactions in the case of red blood cells would seem to be entirely without influence on the infection process because, so far as we know, in none of the diseases mentioned are the erythroyctes concerned. I am not yet convinced of this, however, and as a pure speculation suggest that the linkage and subsequent elution offer a beautiful mechanism for the speedy removal of virus from the circulation and its transference to depots for destruction.
Be that as it may, we now have clear experimental proof that identical reactions occur between virus and tissue cells which are susceptible to infection and, moreover, that the reactions are essential constituents of the infection process. As early as 1943 Hirst demonstrated the adsorption of influenza virus by some of the pulmonary cells during perfusion of the excised ferret lung with virus fluids, and also the spontaneous elution of the adsorbed virus after a short time. Similar perfusion experiments were carried out by Fazekas de St. Groth (1948) in mice. He had the advantage of being able to apply the knowledge gained by Burnet in respect of cholera enzyme. The lung cells readily adsorbed either living or killed virus but whereas a large percentage of adsorbed living virus was subsequently eluted the killed virus never did so unless freed by means of cholera enzyme. Preliminary perfusion of the lungs with the enzyme prevented any subsequent virus adsorption because of the destruction of the cell receptors. Subsequently Stone (1948) carried out a beautiful series of experiments in fertile hen eggs where the susceptible cells, like those of the ferret and mouse lungs, can be shown first to adsorb inoculated virus and then elute it. Briefly, the preliminary treatment of the eggs with cholera enzyme prevents subsequent virus adsorption and also, in consequence, prevents infection. It appears probable that with the influenza group of viruses the destruction of the cell receptors by the virus enzyme may be necessary for the virus penetration of the cell. Whether the eluted virus represents the excess which fails to penetrate, whether as in the case of some bacteriophages and human spermatozoa cell penetration by one particle renders the cell impermeable to others, we do not know. In the egg receptor regeneration occurs but only after an interval of several days and it is easy to see the part which this mechanism may play in the transient immunity associated with some infections like the common cold.
(b) Bacteriophage studies.-Researches on bacteriophages have given further clues to the mechanisms of intrinsic cellular specificity in infective disease. The host ranges of different phages vary widely; some of them attack whole groups of organisms whilst others are strictly specific. Indeed, as Dubos (1945) puts it: "Specificity is so narrow that it is defined in terms of strains of bacteria rather than species and even variant forms of one strain."
In most cases the essential factor in determining the susceptibility of a group of organisms to a single phage appears to be the possession of a common antigenic component; for example, one phage is able to lyse S. typhi, S. enteritidis and S. pullorum which share the group antigens IX and XII. The S-*R variation of some bacterial species may be associated with loss of susceptibility to one phage but acquirement of susceptibility to another which happens to require the availability of an R antigen. It is well known, of course, that the different phage types of Vi strains of S. typhi show no detectable serological differences but no one would be bold enough to suggest that antigenic components detectable by our available serological techniques are the only receptor substances at the surfaces of bacterial cells. The development of resistance to lysis therefore may be due either to loss of surface receptors or alternatively to the masking of specific receptors by the development of new surface components. A point of special significance is the fact that extracted receptor substance may block phage action so that extracts of bacteria, or even the purified polysaccharide of a specific antigen, will prevent lysis when added to the mixtures of phage and bacteria. Has this any significance for the study of the host-parasite relationship in man and animals? I think that it has. The virus neutralization effects of so-called non-specific inhibitory substances of normal sera have already been mentioned. One of these inhibitors is almost certainly derived from red cell receptors for a polysaccharide with closely similar activity can be extracted from human group 0 erythrocytes. It is therefore not difficult to imagine that susceptible tissue cells shed off similar receptor substances which can interfere with the first stage of cell parasitization by viruses. One might even postulate that the relative insusceptibility of young animals to some infections may be due to the more active discharge of such substances by cells which have a brisker metabolism than those of susceptible adults. Bacteriophage studies have shown clearly that the highly specific union of phage to bacterial cell occurring at spatially distinct receptor spots on the cell surface is an absolutely essential preliminary to the further i'eactions leading to lysis. The blockage of receptors with inactivated phage renders the microbe resistant to fully active phage. Such blockage has analogies in serological reactions and is almost certainly the basis of the interference phenomenon encountered in several human and animal virus infections. This phenomenon was first recorded by Hoskins in 1935; he found that monkeys inoculated with a neurotropic strain of yellow-fever virus were protected against the lethal effects of a pantropic strain inoculated simultaneously or even previously. It was soon established that similar effects were demonstrable with other viruses, that inactivated virus might interfere with living virus and that cross interference between serologically unrelated viruses might occur. The cellular basis of the phenomenon was established by Andrewes (1942) who demonstrated it in tissue cultures. Such interference effects are more closely connected with problems of individual acquired resistance than with species and tissue specificities but the facts do reinforce the conclusion derived from himagglutination work that in some cases these specificities depend upon the surface configurations of body cells. If the receptors of a micro-organism happen to correspond with rare cellular configurations to be found only in one species, or in one type of cell, then the parasite will exhibit the strictest specificity in respect of host or tissue or both.
Bacteriophage studies have revealed a most remarkable quantitative aspect of the interference phenomenon which demands some explanation other than the simple blockade of cell receptors and which I feel must have a bearing upon specificity problems. It is clear from both adsorption experiments and electron microscopy that a bacterium may specifically adsorb as many as two hundred phage particles; yet only one of them is destined to infect the cell, multiply therein, and produce cell lysis. Infection by one particle prevents in some way entry of the remainder. More than this, it may prevent infection by other phages. Luria and Delbriick (1943) suggest that the interference is due to competition for a key enzyme of the bacterial cell, present in such small amount that it may be deviated by even a single unit of inactivated phage. A hypothesis accepted by some authorities states that the life-long immunity which follows certain virus diseases depends upon persistence of undetectable virus in tissue cells. Other authorities refute this on the ground that tissue cells have a limited span of life and that the pari passu growth and division of cells and virus, required for such a perfect symbiotic relationship, is inconceivable. In the bacteriophages, however, we have many examples of just such a state of affairs. The lysogenic strains of bacteria carry phages to which they themselves are resistant, and in the case of sporing bacteria, the phages are transmitted to daughter cells arising from the spores. To quote Topley and Wilson (1946) : "In the carrier state represented by a lysogenic strain'it is clear that the multiplication of phage and bacterium must be so co-ordinated that when a bacterium divides each daughter cell receives its quota of phage.'" Moreover, lysogenicity is often acquired by bacteria as a result of their experimental infection with a phage and this involves permanent future resistance against the phage in question and, may be, against some closely related phages also. The work of Williams Smith (1948) indicates that similar changes probably occur in nature. If such perfectly adjusted symbiosis can be acquired by bacteria, why not also by animal tissue cells? Indeed, there is some evidence that this does occur. There are many carriers of herpes virus but only when extraneous factors upset the symbiosis do signs of the infection appear. The same virus of herpes has been shown to survive in the rabbit brain for as long as nine months after recovery from infection (Good, 1947) . There are many other examples of such prolonged survival of various viruses in the tissues after recovery from infection.
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If one accepts the possibility that man and animals may enjoy the perfectly adjusted cell virus symbiosis shown by lysogenic bacteria there can be no difficulty in accepting the further probability that such association will have results more far-reaching than the maintenance of homologous immunity. Much more fundamental would be a resultant cellular resistance against both homologous and heterologous virus infections based upon the key enzyme competition postulated by L,uria and Delbriick (1943) . This might be a factor not only in individual immunity but also in species non-susceptibility. We know very little about the aetiology of the frequent minor pyrexial disturbances of infancy. May not some of them be virus infections leaving behind a legacy of cell-virus symbiosis which serves as a barrier against later infection with other known viruses? In view of the very early colonization of the intestine with a characteristic normal bacterial flora, which undoubtedly plays an important part in the maintenance of health, is it not conceivable that a normal virus flora of the tissues exists which must remain undetected until techniques for the recognition of non-pathogenic viruses have been evolved? (c) Adaptability of viruses.-One of the most fascinating aspects of the host-parasite relationship is the remarkable adaptability of some viruses to new host species and to new types of tissue. It is axiomatic that a living organism is capable of adaptation to environment but the adaptations we are concerned with involve much more than mere temporary behaviour; they require structural and functional alterations of more or less permanent nature and constitute what we term mutation. The potentialities for mutation vary widely with different pathogenic micro-organisms and are probably partly .dependent upon their size and complexity of structure. Some few viruses are almost, if not quite, non-adaptable to any new host whilst others adapt very readily. It is probable that all the viruses originally had a strict specificity for a single host species but the evolutionary trend is always towards multiplication of derivative strains by mutation with consequent extension of the range of host species susceptible to infection. Such natural adaptations, however, are bound to be very infrequent, being dependent upon chance concatenations of favourable circumstances, but by artificial experimental infection the progression of mutations can be speeded up enormously.
The first isolation of influenza virus required the use of the ferret. Previously there must have been hundreds of abortive attempts to infect various species by inoculations of human material. Now consider what has happened to the original strain since its primary isolation. The ferret disease was readily transmissible in series and although the impunity with which sick animals could be handled suggests that some loss of virulence of the virus for man must have occurred, there is fairly conclusive evidence of the contraction of human infection from a ferret of the 196th passage (Smith and Stuart-Harris, 1936) . Further adaptation to the mouse was first achieved with ferret material of the 166th passage but production of a highly virulent mouse strain took many passages through mice and was accompanied by some decline of infectivity for the ferret and probably further reduction of virulence for man. From the ferret also adaptations to guinea-pig and rat were carried out but in both these species the infections remained symptomless: a striking demonstration of the fact that multiplication of a disease agent within a host does not of itself necessarily cause disease. From mouse lung, virus was transmitted to the chorio-allantoic membrane of the chick embryo and from the membrane adaptation to the amnion was achieved. Finally, a natural adaptation to chick embryo brain tissue occurred during egg membrane passage which enabled Stuart-Harris (1939) to evolve a neurotropic strain, pathogenic for mice with the production of a fatal encephalitis on intracerebral inoculation.
Before considering the implications of these changes I wish to refer to the work of Dr. J. T. Edwards with quite a different virus, that of rinderpest. This virus is a natural pathogen for cattle but is virtually non-pathogenic for goats. Edwards was able to obtain strains virulent for the goat by serial passage through this species and the adaptation was accompanied by a steady decline of virulence for cattle. Different races of oxen have different thresholds of susceptibility but for a single race Edwards believes that it is possible to obtain virus of any desired degree of virulence by subjecting it to different numbers of passages through goats. The fully adapted goat virus is naturally infective for goats, that is to say inoculated animals can pass on the infection to other goats by contact. In a similar manner rinderpest virus can be adapted to rabbits, again with decline of virulence for the original host species. To explain such behaviour Edwards has postulated that the virus contains different moieties each of which is concerned with the infectivity for a particular animal species so that by adaptative passage one moiety is increased at the expense of the others. This conception is, of course, similar to the theory of specific cell receptors to account for hmmagglutination phenomena.
There are numerous other examples of virus mutation, many of which possess features of special interest, but from the behaviour of the two viruses of influenza and rinderpest it is possible to draw certain conclusions of fairly general applicability:
(1) Adaptation to one new host species may prepare the way for subsequent adaptation to a second. Thus, as in the case of influenza virus, adaptations may fall into a progressive series. I am aware that some strains of this virus have been isolated from human cases by direct egg inoculation but there is no doubt that egg and mouse infections are more likely to succeed with ferret-adapted virus than with human material.
(2) Adaptation is usually accompanied by loss of original characters as well as by acquisition of new ones. Virulence for the primary host usually declines and may be completely lost. This fact, of course, forms the basis of many successful methods of immunization.
(3) The adaptation to a new host may involve adaptation to a new tissue. Cases in point are the neurotropism of mouse yellow-fever virus and the neurotropic strain of influenza virus already mentioned.
(4) Whilst the mutation of an organism in respect of one single character is probably a sudden discontinuous phenomenon, adaptation to a new host is often gradual. This suggests that progressive mutation of one character or mutations of several associated characters are involved.
(5) Different strains of the same virus differ in the ease with which they can be adapted to a new host. Mouse adaptation of ferret strains of influenza virus may be easy or may require prolonged serial passage before signs of mouse infection can be obtained.
(6) Adaptation may or may not be associated with a demonstrable change of antigenic constitution. Burnet's 0 and D phases of egg-adapted influenza virus show strikingly different haemagglutination behaviour but may be indistinguishable by serological and cross immunity tests (Burnet, 1943) . On the other hand, Hirst (1947) found that two antigenically identical strains from an epidemic deviated on mouse passage to produce antigenically distinct derivative strains and also that each derivative strain differed from its own parent strain.
(7) Acquisition of power to parasitize a new host's tissue does not necessarily confer power to cause disease. Hirst (1947) demonstrated this clearly by adapting an egg strain of influenza virus to mice and estimating the virus content of the mouse lungs at each passage by egg titrations. The virus multiplied to full titre in the mouse lungs right from the outset but its power to produce lung lesions and to kill mice rose slowly.
It seems to me that these conclusions, together with .some of the phenomena of hkmagglutination and bacteriophage action which I have discussed, are incompatible with the conception of multitudinous stable receptor groups, spatially distinct on the surfaces of tissue cells and viruses or with the conception of host susceptibility being dependent upon some specific moiety of a virus which can be quantitatively increased or decreased, or even completely lost. We have seen that with many viruses cell infection depends initially upon linkage with or adsorption on the cell. This is only to say that a certain degree of closeness of apposition is required before biochemical reactions between enzymes and substrates can proceed and I suggest that such apposition is the primary infection factor with all viruses. Thus, provided that the cells contain suitable substrates and enzymes, intrinsic cell susceptibility will be entirely determined by the molecular configurations of cell and virus surfaces. The association of a virus with its natural host,' apart, of course, from the many important extrinsic factors which can affect the issue, must have been occasioned originally by a chance similarity or "complementariness" of surface configurations. If so the strict host specificity of some viruses and the wide range of animal species parasitized by others are not surprising. Perhaps this is merely presenting the receptor theory in different form but the postulation of relative non-specificity and plasticity of the surface configuration of a virus provides an explanation of the phenomena of virus adaptability. I suggest that the mechanism of such adaptations is closely akin to the mechanism of specific antibody production. There is little doubt that antibodies are produced by cells which originally had the function of manufacturing normal serum globulins or that antibody molecules differ from normal globulin molecules only in peculiarities of surface configuration. Whatever may be the relative validities of the various modern theories of the way in which this is brought about, the certain fact remains that the stimulus of an antigen upon the globulin-forming cells results in a re-orientation of cell activity which persists long after the antigenic stimulus is withdrawn and which, moreover, is transmissible to daughter cells through many generations. This antibody-forming cell is just as much a mutant as the egg-adapted strain of influenza virus or the neurotropic yellow-fever virus. If, then, the configuration of the antigenic components of a microbe can determine the direction of cell mutation and thereby the configuration of the globulin molecules being synthesized, it is surely more than likely that the surface configurations of tissue cells will effect similar changes in organisms which once 7 17 obtain sufficient closeness of apposition to permit the occurrence of biochemical interactions. I believe that the conception of plasticity of molecular configuration, with transmissibility of acquired adaptative forms, is capable of extension to the further reactions which occur after a virus has entered the cell and also to reactions between cell substrates and bacterial enzymes. Thus, serial passage through a new host species will result not only in the selective survival of chance mutants best fitted for the new environmdnt but also in progressive adaptations of molecular configurations to give ever-increasing closeness of fit. This will necessarily entail distortion of the original patterns upon which depended the susceptibility of the primary host and as a consequence there will be a decline of virulence of the parasite for this primary host species. Adaptations of this sort would obviously open up possibilities of further adaptations to yet other species possessing cell patterns still more unlike those of the primary host. Re-acquisition of original characters would be based upon the same sequence of progressive adaptations but in reverse order.
In conclusion I would like to pay a tribute to the pioneer investigator in this field of research, Paul Ehrlich. Whatever we know, or think we know, about the mechanisms of host and tissue specificity in infective disease is based upon foundations laid by his work or the work of those who were stimulated by his imaginative conceptions.
Were Ehrlich here with us to-day I fear he would offer searching criticisms of the theories I have put before you. But I am confident that he would fully endorse the sentiment with which I wish to close: theory requires test-speculation must be followed by experiment.
